




Input:

Integer S (1 ≤ S ≤ 81).

Output:

The milliard VF value in the point S.

Requirements for this problem:

Time limit: 1.0 second

Memory limit: 64 MB

Problem Author: Denis Musin

Problem Source: USU Junior Championship

March'2005

Difficulty: 106 



Line:1,2 - Include the library that we are going to preprocess by include line 1 and 2

Line: 4 - imports the entirety of the std namespace.

Line: 6 - Declare memo 2D array with size of [10] [82]. 

It’s mean that we create an array with 10 rows and 82 columns 

(10*82 = 820 elements can be store in it)





Line: 8 – Create a method name solve with 2 parameter which is integer D and S. 

Line: 9 – Check whether S is less than zero of not. If yes than we return zero.

Line: 10 - Check if D is equal to 0 or not. If yes than we check S again and if S is 0

we return 1 if not than we will return 0 instead.

Line: 12 - Declare a variable name ret which will return to be integer.

and it store  value of array memo with parameter D and S .

Line: 14 - Check if ret’s value is equal to -1

Line: 15 - if ret’s value is -1 than we set ret = 0.

Line: 17 - Create a for loop which will loop from 0 to 9.

Line: 18 - In the loop, we do a recursion with solve by decrease The value of D by 1 and S by I

. Then we store in ret until the loop is done.

Line: 21 - After everything is done, we return method solve with ret.



Line: 24 - Create main() to run our code.

Line: 25 - Declare integer type name S

Line: 26 - Read and integer from user’s keyboard and

store it in S.

Line: 28 - memset() function is used to fill the array with

specified value that we put in.

**Above is template of memset and its parameters

Line: 29 - print the value Milliard Vasya's Function that

we enter.

Line: 30 - return 0 at the end of main().
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